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In an era where nicotine addiction rates among minors have skyrocketed, partially as a result of flavored electronic cigarettes, the public is left wondering why it has taken the death of sixty-four individuals for the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”) to address its lack of regulations for electronic cigarette advertisements. Electronic cigarette companies use various advertising methods, but the most common includes reliance on independent third parties who endorse products (“influencers”). Influencers have their own platform, can promote any product they like, and connect to any type of audience they can attract. Most influencers focus on niche industries such as fashion, beauty, travel, health, and technology. However,
there is a category of influencers whose electronic-cigarette niche has cultivated a new generation of nicotine addiction. Under the FTC’s current Endorsement Rules, the specific relationship that an advertising company, intermediary, or social media influencer has with a brand being advertised aids the FTC in determining if those parties are liable for the products they advertise.5

Electronic cigarettes (“e-cigarettes”) were introduced to the United States with qualms surrounding the stigma surrounding the safety of traditional cigarettes.6 As e-cigarettes began to beat the battle against the stigma of cigarettes, different social media platforms began to implement a new form of paid advertisements: brand endorsements.7 With the dominant wave of social media advertisements came the need to monitor potential deceptive statements made by influencers on behalf of brands. The FTC, in an effort to promote competition while preventing the public from deceptive advertisements, released an Endorsement Guide describing what would be considered violations.8

E-cigarettes and advertisements by social media influencers soon meshed, creating an advertising environment that helped companies significantly expand their audiences. This practice, however, was rife with deceptive practices as to the relationship between influencers and brands, as well as false health claims regarding e-cigarettes.9 Now that e-cigarettes have caused deaths,10 the FTC is beginning to investigate the advertising practices of e-cigarette companies.11 If its main goal is to deter such deceptive activity, the FTC should conclude its investigations by bringing a formal complaint against e-cigarette companies. The FTC recently settled cases against major companies, like CSGO Lotto, Inc., but to date, has not filed a formal complaint

against an e-cigarette company for deceptive practices. If an e-cigarette company were to be found liable for violating the FTC’s advertising regulations, it would create the precedent necessary to put pressure on other companies to comply with the agency’s standards.

This article will analyze how the FTC’s Endorsement Guide regulating the advertising of e-cigarette products should be applied to social media influencers. The article will also show how the Commission’s ultimate decision regarding the regulation of these products’ advertisement via social media influencers will affect an entire generation of young individuals who smoke these products. This article first reviews the rise and fall of traditional cigarette consumption and advertisements in American history, as well as the creation of e-cigarettes and their advertising. This article further analyzes the struggle to regulate e-cigarettes by the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) and later the FTC. This article explains the different social media platforms, discussing how the FTC investigates different advertising methods and analyzes different examples of e-cigarette influencers, who either comply with or neglect the FTC’s Endorsement Guide. Moreover, this article evaluates the federal government’s reaction to the e-cigarette health crisis, followed by a review of the FTC’s previous actions addressing Endorsement Guide violations, along with the consequences on other companies’ marketing strategies. Finally, this article reviews influencer liability standards for Endorsement Guide violations and develops recommendations to improve those standards.

I. THE RISE OF E-CIGARETTES

A. Decline of Traditional Cigarettes

Tobacco has been a global commodity for centuries, dating back to 6,000


13 15 U.S.C. § 45. The “regulation” will be used in referring directly to the Endorsement Guide. The FTC does not have codified formal regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations regarding the disclosure of material relationships between influencers and companies. The guides published by the FTC do not have the same force or effect as a statute or law; they are simply guidance for companies, and the FTC has the general authority under the Federal Trade Commission Act. A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission’s Investigative, Law Enforcement, and Rulemaking Authority, FED. TRADE COMM’N, https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/what-we-do/enforcement-authority (last revised Oct. 2019).
Since then, users have found various ways to ingest and inhale tobacco. As the industrial revolution gained momentum, cigarette sales began to soar with James Bonsack’s invention of the cigarette-making machine. In the twentieth century, sales especially escalated in the United States during wartime after military forces sent millions of packs of cigarettes to soldiers in their C-rations, packages containing food and supplies, creating an entire market of addicted consumers. In the mid-1940s, cigarettes were extremely common and were a part of daily life, like a cup of coffee; cigarette companies went so far as to actually include alleged health benefits of smoking their brand in advertisements. For example, “[s]mokers of Camels were even encouraged to smoke a cigarette between every course of a Thanksgiving meal—as an ‘aid to digestion.’” Although there was a spike in lung and other cancers, medical professionals were not able to fully establish the link between cigarettes and lung cancer, as well as other illnesses. It was not until 1954 that the American Cancer Society released a study that showed there was enough evidence to associate smoking and disease. Society initially resisted the theory that cigarettes caused cancer. For example, in 1966, 27 percent of Americans agreed that cigarettes were only a minor cause of illness. But by the 1970s and 1980s, attitudes toward smoking hardened, and smoking frequency began to slowly decline. As more medical evidence illuminated the dangers of
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23 Cummings & Proctor, supra note 20, at 33.
24 Id. at 33; see generally ALLAN M. BRANDT, THE CIGARETTE CENTURY: THE RISE, FALL AND DEADLY PERSISTENCE OF THE PRODUCT THAT DEFINED AMERICA (Perseus Books Grp. ed. 2007); see also Proctor, supra note 21, at 308.
smoking, Congress passed federal laws prohibiting smoking in closed areas, cigarette advertising regulations became more stringent, and released health disclosures on second-hand smoking. The stigma surrounding cigarettes snowballed; prevention campaigns were created for children, the FDA required Surgeon General warnings to be disclosed on packages, and society accepted that cigarettes indeed caused cancer.

B. Modern Cigarettes and Components

With the decline and stigmatization of traditional smoking, 2006 saw the introduction of a modern, “cleaner” type of cigarette: e-cigarettes. Patents were granted in reference to an e-cigarette as early as the 1930s, but the first commercialized version of an e-cigarette was not created until 1979. Although this version reached retailers, physician Norman Jacobson considered it a failure for its lack of delivery of evaporated nicotine. The world’s first successful e-cigarette was created by Hon Lik in 2003 in Beijing, China.

E-cigarettes, also known as vaporizers and “vapes,” contain several different components. Although e-cigarettes come in different sizes, makes and models, they all include four main parts: a battery, an atomizer or cartomizer, a cartridge, and a mouthpiece. The battery gives power to the machine itself, making it “electronic.” The cartridge is the container that holds the nicotine liquid (e-liquid), while the mouthpiece is what the consumer puts to their lips to inhale the vapor. The e-liquid is the juice that is poured into the cartridge that contains the nicotine and flavoring. It is made of two main ingredients: propylene glycol (“PG”) and vegetable glycerin (“VG”), otherwise known as “e-juice” or “vape juice.” PG is an organic substance and is “deemed to be
safe for human ingestion.” PG is more commonly used as the liquid that creates onstage smoke effects at some live events or at Halloween. VG is a “thick, viscous substance . . . extracted from the palm plant” and is the ingredient that creates the voluminous smoke that is exhaled. In today’s market, a bottle of e-juice is composed of slightly less than 50% PG and 50% VG, with the rest comprised of flavoring and nicotine. The artificial flavoring in the e-liquid is food-grade and is available in a variety of appealing flavors, including “bakery & cereal,” “milk & cream,” “tobacco,” and more. The nicotine included is pharmaceutical-grade and comes in different percentages, giving the consumer the ability to choose the strength of nicotine they would like to purchase.

The atomizer is attached to the battery and turns the e-liquid into a vapor. As the battery heats up a coil inserted in the machine, the liquid begins to vaporize and the nicotine within the vapor is then inhaled. Some models do not include an atomizer and instead have a cartomizer, which also heats the e-liquid to a temperature that triggers vaporization.

C. Battle for Regulation

The modern e-cigarette was introduced to the United States in 2006, and the agency with jurisdiction over it is the FDA, which had authority over tobacco products from the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research. Disputes over the FDA’s jurisdiction arose after it directed the US Customs and Border Protection to reject any entry of the products into the country because it was
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listed as an “unapproved drug delivery device.” E-cigarette industries quickly challenged the FDA’s authority to regulate the products beginning in 2009, which resulted in regulatory rulings that the FDA can “only regulate e-cigarettes as a tobacco product, unless therapeutic claims are made.” However, as these lawsuits began in 2009, President Obama signed the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, which granted the power to and established the FDA as the leading agency to regulate the tobacco industry. By 2011, the FDA was given authority to regulate e-cigarettes as it did with other tobacco products, yet explained that any advertisements or beneficial health claims would be more strictly regulated. By 2016, the FDA had sent fifty-five warning letters to retailers selling the product to minors. By that time, it was becoming apparent that kid-friendly, childlike e-juice flavors were more appealing to minors than the tobacco and menthol flavors of traditional cigarettes.

D. Involvement of the Federal Trade Commission

While the FDA was battling for authority to regulate the importation and sale of e-cigarettes, the FTC began its combat against misleading advertising and endorsements of e-cigarettes. In late 2013, six senators advocated for an investigation into the advertising practices of the industry, which prompted the FTC to become involved with e-cigarettes. The FTC has jurisdiction over e-cigarette advertisements, as it is “empowered and directed to prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations . . . from using unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts of practices in or affecting commerce.” The FTC is authorized to publish guides for the voluntary

---
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41 Id.; see Sottera, Inc. v. Food & Drug Admin., 627 F.3d 891, 891 (D.C. Cir. 2010).
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46 The Commission, 16 C.F.R. § 0.1 (2019); Historical Timeline of Vaping & Electronic Cigarettes, supra note 28; see also Press Release, Senators, supra note 52.
regulation of endorsements of products, which “set forth the general principles that the Commission will use in evaluating endorsements and testimonials.”\textsuperscript{57} Under the FTC’s guide, an endorsement is defined as:

any advertising message (including verbal statements, demonstrations, or depictions of the name, signature, likeness or other identifying personal characteristics of an individual or the name or seal of an organization) that consumers are likely to believe reflects the opinions, beliefs, findings, or experiences of a party other than the sponsoring advertiser, even if the views expressed by that party are identical to those of the sponsoring advertiser.\textsuperscript{58}

Further, a sponsor or advertiser “must reflect the honest opinions, findings, beliefs, or experience of the endorser.”\textsuperscript{59} Additionally, “an endorsement may not convey any express or implied representation that would be deceptive if made directly by the advertiser.”\textsuperscript{60} The FTC has authority to hold advertisers or sponsors liable for failing to disclose the relationship between the advertiser and the sponsor.\textsuperscript{61} Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act gives the FTC authority to gather information to occasionally investigate “the organization, business, conduct, practices, and management of any . . . whose business affects commerce . . .”\textsuperscript{62} and file cases requiring defendants “. . . to give up money they received from their violations and to abide by various requirements in the future.”\textsuperscript{63}

Examples of violations include failing to disclose the material relationship between the hired advertiser and the company, or advertising false health claims of a product.\textsuperscript{64} Enforcement by the FTC is authorized through administrative or judicial proceedings, so long as the Commission has “reason to believe’ the law is being or has been violated.”\textsuperscript{65} The FTC therefore is authorized to send warning letters to companies, file suits, or issue penalties for violations of the Endorsement Guide. An action pursued by the FTC for a violation of the guide or other statutes begins with an investigation on behalf of any member of the federal government, federal agency, or complaint by the

\textsuperscript{57} Purpose and Definitions, 16 C.F.R. § 255.0(a) (2009).
\textsuperscript{58} § 255.0(b).
\textsuperscript{59} § 255.1(a).
\textsuperscript{60} Id.
\textsuperscript{61} § 255.1(c).
\textsuperscript{62} A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission’s Investigative, Law Enforcement, and Rulemaking Authority, supra note 13.
\textsuperscript{63} The FTC’s Endorsement Guides: What People Are Asking, supra note 8.
\textsuperscript{64} § 255.5.
\textsuperscript{65} A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission’s Investigative, Law Enforcement, and Rulemaking Authority, supra note 13.
public. With the rise of social media, the Endorsement Guide has become critical, as advertisements for companies are becoming increasingly ubiquitous.

II. “SOCIAL MEDIA TAKEOVER”

The rise of social media created an entirely new environment for companies to advertise their products. As technology has become more advanced, the promotion of products on social media has developed from blogging to include video blogging (“vlogging”) and has been promoted on other social networking platforms.

A. Blogging

Blogging is a form of personal expression, where an individual can write about anything they choose and share it with the digital world. The “official” start to blogging is generally considered to be a website designed by Justin Hall, a student, in the mid-1990s. Actual platforms for blogs were created later in the 1990s, and by 2002, blog advertisements began. Advertisements in blogs allowed popular bloggers to make a profit since “[g]ood blogs were sponsored by big brands.” Still today, bloggers receive compensation and products “[i]n exchange for reviews and endorsements.” Blogging remains prevalent today, and companies rely on bloggers to review products. For example, Vapor Vanity is an e-cigarette or “vaping” blog that reviews multiple smoking products, juices, and oils. The blog provides opinion articles on smoking and products; guides on nicotine products; “how-to” articles, including how to perform tricks with vapor smoke; and updates on legal and e-cigarette-related political news. The writers on Vapor Vanity created an affiliate disclosure page specifically referring to FTC Disclosures and the compensations the owners of the blog receive for their reviews and advertisements. This can be viewed as one of the many examples of a social
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media influencer disclosing their relationship with brands. Bloggers have also found lucrative opportunities in video blogging through platforms such as YouTube.

B. YouTube

YouTube, a website that enables users to share uploaded video content, was established in 2005. While it took more than five years for companies to realize the advertising capabilities of blogs, the first YouTube advertisement aired in 2006, only one year after its inception. In late 2006, Google purchased YouTube and focused on creating the video platform into an advertising-based revenue stream. YouTube creators, which are referred to as “YouTubers,” are able to upload homemade videos to their “page” and share them with the online community. As creators expand their audiences and reach more people, their subscribers consequently grow. Subscribers is the term of art for users on the YouTube platform that choose to follow a creator, and can opt in to receive notifications of newly posted videos free of charge.

With the emergence of extremely popular YouTubers, the platform has become a commercial hub, giving many YouTubers what they consider to be their career. In order to entice and appeal to their audiences, many YouTubers have created “filming rooms,” which are rooms with additional lighting, film equipment, and materials needed for their videos. As with blogging, the more subscribers a YouTuber has, the more likely he or she is to receive endorsements from companies to advertise their products. This generational shift of creators on YouTube, realizing they can make a profit from companies based on videos made at home, has contributed to what is known as a “social media market.” This new and highly popular avenue of advertising is a “rapidly growing industry that attempts to promote products or increase brand

though the owners of this website may receive affiliate compensation for reviews or advertisements, the website will always display a real person’s honest opinions, findings, beliefs, or experiences on those topics or products.”

74 Carsten Schwemmer & Sandra Ziewiecki, Social Media Sellout: The Increasing Role of Produce Promotion on YouTube, SOC. MEDIA + SOC’Y 1, 2 (2018).
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77 Schwemmer & Ziewiecki, supra note 74, at 2.
78 Schwemmer & Ziewiecki, supra note 74, at 2.
awareness through content spread by social media users who are considered to be influential.**80

Within YouTube and other social media platforms, both novel and mature companies seek to partner with influencers because they “reach users on social media platforms and are characterized by number of followers and engagement rates.”**81 Thus, product promotion on social media platforms such as YouTube can be extremely beneficial for companies should they choose the proper endorser for their target audience. There are several ways companies can partner with a YouTuber to advertise a product, including inserting referral links, product placing, “hauls,” or creating giveaways.**82

Referral links send a user to an external website that is affiliated with the product that is promoted. Personal “promotion codes” are usually given to YouTubers for their subscribers to receive discounts on the products.**83 Once that YouTuber’s personal promotion code is used for a purchase, the YouTuber is given a certain percentage of a sale for suggesting the product.**84 Product placement is another way YouTubers promote a company’s product.**85 Different versions of paid product placements on YouTube are strategically arranged, in particular when it comes to different YouTube channel categories.**86 “Hauls,” a form of product placement, involves a brand sending a YouTuber or influencer a certain amount of product to show on video, usually intended to show viewers the brand and price of the product.**87 Giveaways are another form of advertising companies use with YouTubers and influencers. In a giveaway, a company will partner with an influencer and will usually send them products to give away to participants selected at random.**88 YouTube has specific policies that users must abide by to create a giveaway, including having an official set of rules and sole responsibility for all aspects of the contest.**89 By spreading awareness for the brand and its products through giveaways with partnered companies, YouTubers and influencers can increase

---
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their number of subscribers.  

In 2019, YouTube’s advertisements reached $15 billion in global revenues, a significant increase from the $11 billion it generated in the 2018 fiscal year.

Today, millennials are especially drawn to YouTube influencers for product reviews because of their ability to truly connect with their subscribers and create intimate relationships with them: 40 percent of millennial YouTube subscribers felt they had a better understanding with YouTubers than with their own friends. Millennials, also known as Generation Y, are considered to be individuals born from 1982–1999 and are “the largest consumer demographic with about $1.3 trillion in buying power as at the end of 2015.” Millennials and the following generations have been exposed to the rapid modernization of technology, leaving them susceptible to trusting social media influencers. As a result, millennials and minors under the age of eighteen, are easily drawn to products that influencers review, including e-cigarettes. Blogging, YouTube, and other social media platforms have quickly become a part of millennials’ regular social lives.

C. Instagram

Instagram is a platform, launched in 2010, which allows users to post and share pictures and videos. Instagram rapidly gained acceptance with users of all ages. In 2012, Facebook purchased Instagram for $1 billion, and the trend of advertisers promoting products on social platforms quickly and successfully carried over to Instagram. For example, one estimate shows that from February 2016 until September 2017, two million influencers were utilizing the platform
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for endorsement or sponsorship deals. The platform itself has created tools for business users, such as companies and influencers, to maximize their target audiences. This includes “advanced analytics, shoppable Instagram posts with direct links to purchase the products posted, and new ways to drive traffic from Instagram Stories, and the new standalone video platform, IGTV,” which allows users to create a longer video, much like YouTube. Instagram has become such a success that 72 percent of Instagram users base their decision to purchase products on whether they have previously seen it on Instagram. Thus, social media platforms are now a very useful tool in promoting products to large audiences. Bloggers, YouTubers, and influencers have become powerful players in establishing relationships with audiences and enticing them to products that the influencers endorse or promote. Nonetheless, these influencers and the businesses they are partnering with must abide by the FTC’s established guide and regulations in disclosing their relationships.

III. FTC ENDORSEMENT GUIDE

The FTC created the Endorsement Guide to help “prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations . . . from using . . . unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” Although the FTC has not yet defined the ambiguous terms “deceptive acts or practices,” it has released multiple formal and informal statements narrowing what it considers to be acceptable disclosures of relationships between advertisers and businesses. As relevant to social media platforms, the FTC’s Endorsement Guide applies to companies or brands partnered with social media influencers to promote their products.

Social media influencers are considered to be “independent third-party endorser[s] who shape or influence audience attitudes through blogs, tweets, and the use of other social media . . . and use ‘tools which facilitate more connectedness and recommendations,’” which will be described in further

102 See FTC Staff Reminds Influencers and Brands to Clearly Disclose Relationship, supra note 101.
103 Schwemmer & Ziewiecki, supra note 74, at 2; see Karen Freberg et al., Who Are the
Authorized under the Endorsement Guide, the FTC’s policy statements create clearer instructions on how to disclose a relationship on social media platforms. It is important for an influencer to disclose its relationship with a brand because of the intimate relationship that the influencer may have with his or her audience. The reason influencers are so popular in advertising is because of their ability to associate with their respective audience better than a celebrity could. An influencer promoting a product, even if only through product placement, should disclose the promotional content and that they received payment for the promotion. The FTC has specified:

consumers viewing Instagram posts on mobile devices typically see only the first three lines of a longer post unless they click ‘more,’ which many may not do . . . recipients . . . should disclose any material connection above the ‘more’ button[…] . . . [W]hen multiple tags, hashtags, or links are used, readers may just skip over them, especially when they appear at the end of a long post[…] . . . [P]articular disclosures that are not sufficiently clear . . . [include] ‘#sp,’ ‘Thanks [Brand],’ or ‘#partner’ . . . .

These listed examples of appropriate signals allow a neutral social media user to understand that the influencer using the product received payment in return for promoting the item. Businesses and influencers may ask the FTC to explain key principles and situations that would require an influencer to disclose a relationship, avoid warning letters, lawsuits, and/or having their commissions retracted. In an informal policy statement in April 2017, the FTC said that disclosure of a relationship with a brand or multiple brands applies to video content, specifying instances where a business and influencer have established a relationship. If an influencer or business violates the Endorsement Guide, the FTC may investigate and impose strict monitoring
systems to be implemented for up to twenty years.111

A. Development of an Investigation

The FTC encourages voluntary compliance with its regulations, but to assure endorsement arrangements are in compliance, it has a number of methods to oversee conduct, including: “surfs;” public outreach; or the FTC’s own social media presence.112 “Surfs” refers to law enforcement partnering with the FTC to “surf” or search on the internet and pinpoint violations.113 Rather than file a case against an individual influencer or company, if a potential administrative violation is found, the FTC will first issue a warning letter, which “identifies the questionable practice, explains the applicable law, and provides an opportunity for the individual or company to voluntarily comply with the law.”114 To better educate the public on what is considered an FTC violation, the agency has held periodic public seminars “for stakeholders to engage in a productive discourse . . . and . . . provide the FTC with invaluable information to further ‘its policymaking and enforcement efforts’ and raise the profile of significant regulatory issues.”115 Furthermore, the FTC’s social media presence, like hosting Twitter conversations and answering compiled questions from individuals and companies, helps users engage in conversations about what constitutes appropriate conduct under the regulations.116

B. Method of Investigation

If any member of the federal government, agency, or the general public files a complaint,117 the FTC may launch an investigation into the endorsement deal between an individual and a business.118 In its investigation, the FTC may

112 Bladow, supra note 105, at 1144–45.
113 Id. at 1144.
114 Id.; see A.B.A. SEC. OF ANTITRUST L., FTC PRAC. AND PROC. MANUAL 220 (2d ed. 2014).
order individuals or businesses to file annual or special reports.\footnote{119} The FTC may also order the individual or business to answer specific questions regarding their endorsement venture.\footnote{120} All reports or answers the FTC requests are to be made under oath.\footnote{121} Should the FTC find the individual or business to not be at fault, it will release a closing letter to the public expressing its decision not to take further action.\footnote{122} However, even if it releases a closing letter, it still reserves its right to reopen the investigation in the future; the mere issuance of the closing letter itself is not dispositive.\footnote{123} If the FTC decides to continue an investigation, it may seek civil penalties or injunctions in federal court.\footnote{124} To establish liability, a party need not have knowledge that they have caused injury through a violation of a rule.\footnote{125} Any party found liable for any violation faces a maximum civil penalty of $40,000 for each violation imposed, contingent upon the party’s knowledge that its acts were prohibited.\footnote{126} The FTC seeks to provide opportunities for companies to prevent a suit from being filed by releasing press releases and illustrations and hosting online Twitter conversations.\footnote{127}

IV. VAPING INFLUENCERS

As previously mentioned, influencers often use social media platforms to advertise products to users. Influencers for e-cigarettes have used various platforms to promote and review products, including personal blogs, YouTube, and Instagram. These influencers are subject to the FTC’s Endorsement Guide. As discussed below, some influencers have complied with the Endorsement Guide,\footnote{128} while others have blatantly violated it.\footnote{129} Additionally, there are

\footnote{119} § 46(b).
\footnote{120} Id.
\footnote{121} Id.
\footnote{122} Bladow, supra note 105, at 1144.
\footnote{123} See 16 C.F.R. § 3.72(b) (2020); Bladow, supra note 105, at 1143–44.
\footnote{124} Bladow, supra note 105, at 1143; see also A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission’s Investigative, Law Enforcement, and Rulemaking Authority, supra note 13.
\footnote{125} Bladow, supra note 105, at 1144.
\footnote{127} Bladow, supra note 105, at 1144; see A.B.A. SEC. OF ANTITRUST L., supra note 114, at 220; The FTC’s Endorsement Guides: What People Are Asking, supra note 8; Federal Trade Commission (@FTC), supra note 116.
\footnote{128} See generally The Original Deals & Steals Blog, VAPOR JOES, http://vaporjoe.blogspot.com/ (last visited Apr. 18, 2021) (It is unknown if the owner of the blog, Joe Petner, actually complies with the FTC’s Endorsement Guide as he disclosed; he does not charge vendors to be promoted on his blog but fails to disclose if he gains a material benefit from companies as “donations” or “gifts” for more favorable posts.).
\footnote{129} Conti, supra note 9.
social media companies, such as Instagram, which are actively taking steps to prevent violations and encourage compliance through new policies.\textsuperscript{130}

A. Bloggers

Much like \textit{Vapor Vanity},\textsuperscript{131} there are other prominent blogs where individuals review and share e-cigarette products with the general “vaping” community, and often make a living from their profits.\textsuperscript{132} For example, Joe Petner created his blog, \textit{Vapor Joes}, to share discounts and deals on e-cigarette products.\textsuperscript{133} Petner started his e-cigarette discount blog after deciding to connect with the e-cigarette community through local meetings and online.\textsuperscript{134} Today, Petner’s blog generates “one million visitors every two weeks.”\textsuperscript{135} In an interview with \textit{Guide to Vaping}, Petner explained that his days consist of “liaising with vapors and vendors . . . hosting broadcasts . . . and plenty of social networking as it pertains to vaping.”\textsuperscript{136}

The content of \textit{Vapor Joes} includes discounts and coupon codes for different companies advertising e-juices, e-cigarette batteries, and devices.\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Vapor Joes} has an entire page dedicated to different options for companies seeking to advertise, ranging from $249.99 a month to $1,000.00 a month on \textit{Vaping Underground}, a \textit{Vapor Joe} affiliate.\textsuperscript{138} This disclosure is not inconsistent with the FTC’s Endorsement Guide, as Petner does not fail to disclose a material relationship for these advertisements.\textsuperscript{139} However, Petner explicitly states that \textit{Vapor Joes} does not charge vendors to be listed within the blog, but it has a page forwarding companies to fill out all their information if they have a deal they want to promote.\textsuperscript{140} \textit{Vapor Joes} does not disclose if the site receives donations or forms of payments as gifts for a more favorable post on the

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{130}] \textit{Helping Creators Turn Their Passion into a Living}, INSTRAGRAM (Dec. 18, 2019), https://business.instagram.com/blog/helping-creators-turn-their-passion-into-a-living/.
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\item[\textsuperscript{137}] See generally \textit{The Original Deals & Steals Blog}, supra note 128 (compiling various advertisements and coupons for all things related to vaping).
\item[\textsuperscript{139}] \textit{The FTC’s Endorsement Guides: What People Are Asking}, supra note 8.
\item[\textsuperscript{140}] See \textit{The Original Deals & Steals Blog}, supra note 128.
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blog. If Petner receives payments or gifts for advertisements and does not disclose these arrangements, this would appear to violate the FTC’s Endorsement Guide, and the blog would be subject to review.

B. YouTube

Some influencers’ sole niche is the e-cigarette industry; these influencers create revenue from advertising products sent to them by e-cigarette companies. An example of one such influencer is 21-year-old Donny Karle. Otherwise known as “DonnySmokes,” his e-cigarette review videos on YouTube earn him a monthly income of $1,200 and additional income from companies to which he charges a flat fee for a review. One company allegedly paid him $1,000 for a single review of their vaping product. Karle’s first YouTube video was merely him unpacking a box of a new e-cigarette brand, JUUL. Although it was only a six-minute video, 52,000 people viewed it, which tempted him to create more. In less than a year, Karle had almost 120,000 subscribers to his YouTube channel. However, Karle does not advertise the fact that he is getting paid to review the brands that reach out and send him their products. This could be, on its face, perceived to be a violation of the FTC’s Endorsement Guide for failing to disclose that he is getting paid for his review constitutes. Additionally, some of Karle’s videos are aimed towards minors, including the headlines “How to HIDE & HIT Your JUUL at SCHOOL WITHOUT Getting CAUGHT.” Karle claims that his videos offer a “safer alternative, [to smoking]” and “. . . underage vaping . . . [is] not something I’m promoting, and it’s not something I’m saying you shouldn’t do.” This seems disingenuous given that minors and young adults obtaining and smoking e-cigarettes has caused an epidemic across the nation.

Amid the increase in online targeting of minors for e-cigarette products, e-cigarette and nicotine use has increased 78 percent in high-school students and
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48 percent in middle-school students from 2017 to 2018. In 2018 alone, 3.62 million middle and high-school students were current users of e-cigarettes. One study tested a group of 141 undergraduate students and “found that celebrity endorsements significantly increased the positive attitudes towards e-cigarettes and e-cigarette smoking intentions as compared to non-celebrity endorsements and product advertisements. These endorsements can increase nicotine addiction and smoking attitudes in youth . . . .” As of October 1, 2019, a sudden mysterious health crisis broke out, which caused eighteen deaths and 1,080 illnesses that have been attributed to vaping by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

C. Instagram

Instagram has quickly become one of the most popular platforms for influencers on social media, especially when it comes to advertising. Consequently, Facebook and all of its platforms (including Instagram) have recently updated their community guidelines. Instagram anticipates that the new guidelines will help achieve its goal of greater protection and transparency with consumers. Its updated policies aim to provide “clearer rules for the paid promotion of certain goods and services such as vaping, tobacco, alcohol and diet supplements.” These updated policies go on to explain that “branded content that promotes . . . vaping [and] tobacco products . . . will not be allowed.” The announcement further explains how Instagram has always prohibited advertising these products, but that it now plans to enforce these policies more strictly.

As a result of these updated policies, e-cigarette influencers, whose incomes depend on receiving various forms of payment for promoting products, are suffering. For example, Victoria Williams is an Instagram influencer with
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58,000 followers. She smokes e-cigarette products, hosts giveaways, and posts the giveaways on her page.162 Like other influencers, Williams was paid to post e-cigarette promotions on her Instagram page, which generated a profit of approximately $3,500 per month.163 As of October 2019, Williams only has one active contract and has suffered financially, which has resulted in her borrowing of money from family members due to the scaling back of e-cigarette marketing resulting from the updated policies and general public outrage.164

It should be noted that Instagram’s updated policies are geared more to preventing users from advertising prohibited products, rather than requiring influencers to disclose their affiliations with brands.165 This difference arises because Instagram’s interest is in protecting its own brand value, so it does not want to be associated at all with disfavored products, whereas the FTC’s concern is simply that consumers of legal products, whether disfavored or not, not be deceived by influencers.166

D. The Federal Government’s Reaction to the Health Crisis and Violations

Federal agencies and President Trump quickly took action in response to the staggering number of youths becoming addicted to nicotine as a result of influencers. The Trump Administration, for example, supported the amendment of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,167 which raised the minimum age to purchase tobacco (including e-cigarettes) from eighteen to twenty-one years.168 Since December 2019, the FDA has conducted more than one million compliance checks with retailers of tobacco products.169 Other
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proposed legislation has been introduced to the Senate, including the Reversing the Youth Tobacco Epidemic Act of 2020.170 Introduced in early January 2020, the bill would further amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act regarding the advertising of tobacco products, making it illegal to advertise e-cigarettes to individuals under twenty-one or to compensate any person for advertising an e-cigarette product without clearly disclosing the relationship.171 The proposed bill also gives the FTC authority to enforce violations of the advertisement of e-cigarettes under the Federal Trade Commission Act.172

Both the FDA and the FTC have sent out a multitude of warning letters to manufacturers of e-liquids, which advise them of violations of the endorsement and disclosure rules.173 The FDA advised that social media posts promoting e-cigarettes and juices have not included nicotine warnings, even though such warnings have been mandatory since 2018.174 In retrospect, both agencies were arguably slow to take action on the regulation of e-cigarettes until the public health crisis broke out.175 Norman Sharpless, the Acting Commissioner of the FDA from April until November of 2019, explained, “[T]he [agency] should have acted sooner . . . [and] should have begun regulating these devices sooner.”176 Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner, defended the agency’s reasoning for delaying regulation, stating: “We didn’t want to sweep [the] market of e-cig[arettes] at [the] very moment we sought to regulate nicotine in cigarettes. We had to give adult smokers who still wanted to access nicotine some alternative. Our main goal was to transition adults off nicotine . . . “177
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Stephen Hahn, the 2019–2021 FDA commissioner, pledged to closely monitor and take a stance against the youth vaping epidemic. Hahn made clear the FDA will take further action to prevent minors from vaping if reports show minors switching to menthol flavored e-cigarettes or products. Recently, the FDA updated its “The Real Cost” Youth E-Cigarette Prevention Campaign. The campaign will release new videos showing “teens who [have] developed severe anxiety and depression after using e-cigarettes” and supporting research for youths who want to quit any tobacco products through therapy.

For its part, the FTC is undertaking a systematic review of its rules and guides, and it is seeking public comment on questions regarding the use of endorsements in advertising under the Endorsement Guide. The FTC requests that those submitting comments provide “any available evidence and data, such as empirical data, consumer perception studies, or consumer complaints, that support the . . . asserted position.” Questions to the public include whether the deceptive practices that are discussed within the Guide are still prevalent, whether individual enforcement under the FTC Act would be more effective than regulation, and whether incentives given to influencers in exchange for advertising products or services should still be disclosed. The FTC has notified influencers that “it’s [their] responsibility to make these disclosures, to be familiar with the endorsement guides, and to comply with laws against deceptive ads.”

The FTC has advised that many social media posts lacking nicotine warning label disclosures have ignored the obligation to disclose endorsement
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relationships, amounting to a deceptive practice.\textsuperscript{186} The FTC has also issued orders for six e-cigarette companies to provide their advertising and sales methods, including the extremely popular e-cigarette manufacturer JUUL Labs, Inc.\textsuperscript{187} Among the advertising methods used, the FTC plans to review the companies’ “information about e-cigarette product placement, the websites and social media accounts used to advertise or sell e-cigarettes, affiliate programs, influencer marketing, and college campus programs.”\textsuperscript{188} Should the FTC find a disclosure violation in its investigation, the agency’s actions will set future precedence for other e-cigarette companies to comply.

VI. FTC’S PREVIOUS RESOLUTION OF DISCLOSURE VIOLATION CASES

The FTC has settled major disclosure cases before, but none have been against e-cigarette companies or affiliated advertisers. For example, in July 2016, the FTC settled \textit{In re Warner Bros. Home Entm’t Inc.} for “failing to adequately disclose that it paid online ‘influencers’ . . . thousands of dollars to post positive gameplay videos on YouTube and social media” for the video game, \textit{Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor}.\textsuperscript{189} As stated in the complaint, Warner Bros. had employed an advertising agency to hire online influencers to promote the video game on multiple social media platforms, giving the influencers hefty compensation, an advance-release version of the game, and instructions on how to properly promote it.\textsuperscript{190} The FTC’s complaint alleges that in these instructions, Warner Bros. failed to require the influencers to disclose the relationship they had regarding the endorsement, thus amounting to deceptive practices.\textsuperscript{191} Further, their instructions suggested that influencers “place the disclosures in the description box appearing below the video . . . visible only if consumers clicked on the ‘Show More’ button in the description box . . . making it even less likely that consumers would see the sponsorship disclosures.”\textsuperscript{192} As a result of the company’s disregard for the FTC’s endorsement regulations, its settlement required the company to present their influencers with instructions that clearly reflect the FTC regulations; establish a monitoring and reviewing system following the influencer’s posts on social
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media regarding the video game, and report and terminate payment to influencers who fail to abide by the relationship disclosure regulations.\textsuperscript{193} Additionally, under the settlement agreement, the FTC has the right to request documents related to the company’s compliance with the agreement for the next five years, until 2021;\textsuperscript{194} and the order will last for twenty years.\textsuperscript{195}

The FTC also settled its first case against social media influencers in 2017, \textit{In re CSGO Lotto, Inc., Trevor Martin, Thomas Cassell}.
\textsuperscript{196} The FTC filed a complaint against two YouTube video gaming influencers, Trevor Martin and Thomas Cassell, for failing to disclose the material relationship they had with their own online gambling service, CSGO Lotto.\textsuperscript{197} The complaint also alleged that the gaming influencers paid others through an “influencer program” to endorse their new website, contractually forbidding them from expressing “‘statements, claims or representations . . . that would impair the name, reputation and goodwill of’ CSGO Lotto.”\textsuperscript{198} With requirements much like in \textit{Warner Bros.}, the influencer’s Final Decision and Order mandated both the owners and their company, CSGO Lotto, to disclose material connections, monitor their endorsers, file compliance reports and notices, keep records, and comply with a monitoring system implemented with the Commission for twenty years.\textsuperscript{199}

These companies and their influencers have had to pay serious consequences for their deceptive practices in failing to properly disclose their relationships with the brands they are advertising. Although the FTC has not yet filed a complaint against the e-cigarette manufacturers for deceptive practices, its decision will affect its ability to protect the integrity of the relationships that companies have with consumers.

A. How FTC’s Decision Will Influence Other Companies

Should the FTC limit itself to sending manufacturers warning letters regarding their advertising practices, there will be no real incentive for companies to change their habits. Without an incentive to change deceptive
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advertising practices, the FTC would be contradicting its own principles; viewers and consumers will be at a disadvantage, and an ongoing nicotine regulation crisis will continue. Additionally, if the FTC were to file a complaint against e-cigarette companies to better regulate their advertising practices, change would likely follow for other companies as well. Nevertheless, influencers who are paid to promote the product are usually left unscathed. There is no reason that e-cigarette manufacturing companies should be the only parties involved that are forced to change. Influencers should also be held accountable to the same standards as the e-cigarette companies, even if an e-cigarette company does not inform them of the required disclosures.

VII. INFLUENCER LIABILITY STANDARDS

The difference in assigning responsibility also makes it difficult for the brands and influencers themselves to understand what and when it is necessary to disclose.²⁰⁰ The FTC has tried to clarify such differences of liability depending on the type of relationships between advertisers, intermediaries, companies, and social media influencers.²⁰¹ An advertiser’s responsibilities commence when they hire a network of social media influencers or retain a public relations firm that uses social media influencers.²⁰² Essentially, once a company hires an advertising agency that finds or uses social media influencers, the advertising agency must implement monitoring systems to confirm that the influencers comply with the FTC’s guidelines.²⁰³

However, the FTC understands that it would be unreasonable for advertisers to monitor each individual advertisement made. As a result, they are instead required to conduct reasonable efforts at monitoring.²⁰⁴ Under this regime, if a rogue social media influencer blatantly disregards the advertiser’s regulation-abiding program, the advertiser will likely not be liable for the violation.²⁰⁵ An intermediary company has obligations and potential liabilities similar to advertisers.²⁰⁶ An intermediary is a third party who is usually paid to distribute products to the social media influencers that work for that third party.²⁰⁷ Like
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the advertisers’ duties, intermediaries must disclose to their clients (the parties paying to distribute products) and their employees (the influencers), the requirements necessary to comply with the FTC’s guidelines.\textsuperscript{208} However, in the FTC’s published guide answering individual questions regarding the disclosure regulations, the FTC did not explain what an intermediary’s liability is in the event that they have a rogue social media influencer.\textsuperscript{209}

The scope of liability for social media influencers differs significantly as between an advertiser and an intermediary.\textsuperscript{210} Regardless of what third party a company hires to promote a product, the company is liable, including rogue statements by influencers.\textsuperscript{211} Ultimately, the FTC has decided that even if a public relations firm controls a company’s marketing, that company “is responsible for ensuring that the public relations firm is training and monitoring its social media promoters.”\textsuperscript{212} Finally, as previously discussed, the FTC has released multiple press releases,\textsuperscript{213} held online Twitter conversations,\textsuperscript{214} released illustrations,\textsuperscript{215} and more\textsuperscript{216} to help influencers understand what must be disclosed. Disclosure of the relationship between the social media influencer and the brand advertised is required so long as the influencer’s post relates either to a general compensation plan or to a specific sponsored campaign.\textsuperscript{217} If the social media influencer works as an affiliate marketer, as exemplified previously, by putting a promotional code on their video or post, the relationship with the retailer has to be clearly disclosed.\textsuperscript{218}

VIII. RECOMMENDATION TO FIX STANDARDS

To effect real change in the clarity and transparency of social media influencer promotional practices, the FTC has to be clearer and more consistent overall. The endorsement regulations should consistently state the obligations and potential liabilities of advertisers, intermediaries, and influencers in the case of rogue influencers ignoring the regulations. The FTC has made efforts to communicate openly with companies and influencers, yet
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many questions remain and violations continue.\textsuperscript{219}

The FTC should also be as strict in filing complaints against influencers as it is in filing complaints against advertisers and companies. When filing complaints against companies for violations of the endorsement regulations, the FTC should also file against influencers, for violations like Donny King’s YouTube videos. To date, the only influencers that have been sued by the FTC for endorsement regulation violations were Trevor Martin and Thomas Cassell. However, their case significantly differs from an ordinary social media influencer situation, because the two video-game influencers were the owners of the company with which they misrepresented.\textsuperscript{220}

If the FTC were to finally take the step to file complaints against social media influencers, and order an appropriate fine as a consequence, there would be an immediate deterrence effect with other influencers who regularly ignore endorsement violations, even if their hiring company did not disclose the regulations to them. If the FTC continues within the realm of sending warning letters to influencers, it is unreasonable to expect significant, proactive change.

IX. CONCLUSION

The rapid growth of the use of e-cigarettes has engendered new fears for the health of future generations in the United States. As e-commerce continues to grow in popularity, fast-changing technology has made such commerce difficult to properly monitor. The FTC’s Endorsement Guide has given social media users, influencers, and companies guidelines on how to properly disclose relationships and prevent deceitful action toward their audiences.\textsuperscript{221} The agency is now specifically scrutinizing e-cigarette advertisements because of a mysterious illness that has affected minors and has even led to some deaths.\textsuperscript{222} The FTC has sent out letters to e-cigarette companies, warning them of specific advertisements that violate the Endorsement Guide and are considered to be deceptive.\textsuperscript{223} The agency has also initiated an investigation into the advertisement practices of these companies, and its conclusion will ultimately determine how strong of a deterrent effect will ripple onto the e-cigarette industry as a whole.\textsuperscript{224}

Nonetheless, the FTC should enforce the regulations on liable independent
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social media influencers by filing cases against them for failure to properly disclose their material relationships. Substantial fees are paid to influencers to promote e-cigarettes, and the FTC has expended significant efforts in explaining to influencers that they must abide by the Endorsement Guides. A greater level of accountability for influencer liability will set an example to others and deter future deceptive activity.